A new approach to robust ltering, prediction and smoothing of discretetime signal vectors is presented. Linear time-invariant lters are designed to be insensitive to spectral uncertainty in signal models. The goal is to obtain a simple design method, leading to lters which are not overly conservative. Modelling errors are described by sets of models, parameterized by random variables with known covariances. These covariances could either be estimated from data, or be used as robustness \tuning knobs". A robust design is obtained by minimizing the H 2 -norm or, equivalently, the mean square estimation error, averaged with respect to the assumed model errors. A polynomial solution, based on an averaged spectral factorization and a unilateral Diophantine equation, is derived. The robust estimator is referred to as a cautious Wiener lter. It turns out to be only slightly more complicated to design than an ordinary Wiener lter. The methodology can be applied to any open loop ltering or control problem. In particular, we illustrate this for the design of robust multivariable feedforward regulators, decoupling and model matching lters.
INTRODUCTION
For any model-based lter, modelling errors are a potential source of performance degradation. Here, we will propose a cautious Wiener lter for the prediction, ltering or smoothing of discrete-time signal vectors. As in the scalar case, discussed in 35] , it constitutes a generalization of the polynomial equations methodology pioneered by Ku cera 20]. The design is based on a stochastic description of model errors, related to the stochastic embedding concept of Goodwin and co-workers 11], 12]. To be more speci c, our approach is based on the following choices:
A set of (true) dynamic systems is assumed to be well described by a set of discrete-time, stable, linear and time-invariant transfer function matrices F = F o + F : ( 
1.1)
We call such a set an extended design model. Above, F o represents a stable nominal model, while an error model F describes a set of stable transfer functions, parameterized by stochastic variables. The random variables enter linearly into F.
A single robust linear lter is to be designed for the whole class of possible systems. Robust performance is obtained by minimizing the averaged mean square estimation error criterion J = trace EE("(k)"(k) ) : (1.2) Here, "(k) is the estimation error vector, E denotes expectation over noise and E is an expectation over the stochastic variables parameterizing the error model F.
The averaged mean square error has been used previously in the literature by e.g. Chung and B elanger 9], Speyer and Gustafson 31] and by Grimble 13] . These works were based on assumptions of small parametric uncertainties and on series expansions of uncertain parameters. We suggest the use of the criterion (1.2), together with a particular description of the sets (1.1): transfer function elements in F have stochastic numerators and xed denominators. Such models can describe non-parametric uncertainty and under-modelling as well as parametric uncertainty. A discussion of the utility, and versatility, of linearly parameterized stochastic error models can be found in 35].
Most previous suggestions for obtaining robust lters have been based on some type of minimax approach 10], 23]. A paper 25] by Martin and Mintz takes both spectral uncertainty and uncertainty in the noise distribution into account. The resulting lter will, however, be of very high order. Minimax design of a lter R becomes very complex, unless there exists either a saddle point or a boundary point solution. A crucial condition here is that min R max F equals max F min R . If so, instead of nding the worst case with respect to a set of models, one can search for models whose optimal lter gives the worst (nominal) performance, and use the corresponding lter. This is a much simpler task, but can still be computationally demanding. See 18] , 27], 30] , 36] and the survey paper by Kassam and Poor 19] . The condition min R max F = max F min R is not ful lled in numerous problems, which makes them very di cult to solve. See e.g. Example 5 in 35] , and the example in Section 4 below. and 37] for continuous-time results and 38] for the discrete-time one-step-ahead predictor. See also 15] for a related method. For systems which are stable for all (k), an upper bound on the estimation error covariance matrix can be minimized by solving two coupled Riccati equations, combined with a one-dimensional numerical search. This represents a computational simpli cation, as compared to previous minimax designs. Still, the resulting estimators are quite conservative, partly because they rest on worst case design. This conservativism is illustrated and discussed in 28].
The method suggested in the present paper is computationally simpler than any of the minimax schemes referred to above. It also avoids two drawbacks of worst case designs. First, the stochastic variables in F need not have compact support.
Thus, the descriptions of model uncertainties may have \soft" bounds. These are more readily obtainable in a noisy environment than the hard bounds required for minimax design. Secondly, not only the range of the uncertainties, but also their likelihood is taken into account by using the expectation E( ) of the MSE. Highly probable model errors will a ect the estimator design more than do very rare \worst cases". Therefore, the performance loss in the nominal case, the price paid for robustness, becomes smaller than for a minimax design. In other words, conservativeness is reduced. There do, of course, exist applications where a worst case design is mandatory, e.g. for safety reasons. However, we believe that the average performance of estimators is often a more appropriate measure of performance robustness.
In the present paper, one of our goals will be to present transparent design equations, and to hold their number to a minimum, without sacri cing numerical accuracy. We use matrix fraction descriptions with diagonal denominators and common denominator forms. This leads to a solution which is, in fact, signi cantly simpler, and more numerically well-behaved, than the corresponding nominal H 2 -designs (without uncertainty) presented in 1] or 14]. Somewhat surprisingly, taking model uncertainty into account does not require any new types of design equations. We end up with just two equations for robust estimator design: a polynomial matrix spectral factorization and a unilateral Diophantine equation. The solution provides structural insight; important properties of a robust estimator are evident by direct inspection of the lter expression.
This paper is organized as follows. The ltering problem, the model structure (1.1) and the criterion (1.2) are discussed in more detail in Section 2 below. Section 3 presents the design equations and some tools for performance evaluation. The design procedure is illustrated by an elaborate numerical example in Section 4. The resulting estimator reduces the impact of model uncertainty and limited signal energy by using multiple sensors in an e cient way. In Section 5 the design of robust feedforward regulators, servos and model matching lters is discussed.
Remarks on the notation 
THE ROBUST ESTIMATION PROBLEM
Consider the following extended design model
where G, H, F and D are stable and causal, but possibly uncertain, transfer functions of dimension pjs, pjr, sjn and`js, respectively. The noise sequences fe(k)g and fv(k)g are mutually uncorrelated and zero mean stochastic sequences.
To obtain a simple notation they are assumed to have unit covariance matrices, so scaling and uncertainty of the covariances are included in F and H, respectively.
The signal y(k) is assumed measurable, while f(k) is the signal to be estimated. 
Multisignal estimation
where where p is the degree of P, i.e. the highest degree appearing in any polynomial P ij . All coe cients have zero means, so the nominal model is the average model in the set. Only the second order moments of the random coe cients need to be speci ed, since the type of distribution, and higher order moments, will not a ect the lter design. The parameter covariances are denoted E( p ij r )( p`k s ) and are collected in covariance matrices P (ij;`k) P , see Section 2.3.
We now introduce the assumption A1. The coe cients of all polynomial elements of C are independent of those of B.
It is possible to exclude Assumption A1, but it does simplify the solution and it is also reasonable in most practical cases.
Error models can be obtained from ordinary identi cation experiments, provided the model structures match. For SISO systems, error models can be estimated in presence of under-modelling, using a maximum likelihood approach 11]. Even if the statistics is hard to obtain, one could still use the elements of covariance matrices pragmatically, as robustness \tuning knobs". They are then used similarly as when weighting matrices are adjusted in LQG controller design. An objective could be to obtain reasonable performance for the uncertainty set, for a prespecied acceptable degradation of performance in the nominal case. The error models may also be used to account for a slowly time-varying dynamics 24].
One way of obtaining the models (2.5){(2.6) is by series expansion of state space models with parametric uncertainty. Parameter deviations are represented by stochastic variables. For small uncertainties, a rst order expansion can be used, which will directly lead to models of type (2.5). For larger uncertainties, a second order Taylor expansion is usually su cient, see 28]. For non-parametric uncertainties, the error models can be adjusted directly to frequency domain data. In that context, a very useful concept is provided by the stochastic frequency domain theory of Goodwin and Salgado, see 12].
Covariance matrices for the stochastic coe cients
In order to represent the uncertainties of the system in a natural way, covariance matrices will be organized as follows. The cross covariance matrix P (ij;`k) P , of dimension p + 1j p + 1, between elements of P ij (q ?1 ) and P`k(q ?1 ), is given by
where P (ij;ij)
P is Hermitian and positive semide nite, while P (ij;`k)
(2.10) With autocovariances, (ij) = (`k), we model the uncertainty within each input{ output pair. Cross-dependencies between di erent transfer functions may also be known. For example, uncertainty in one single physical parameter may very well enter into several transfer functions between inputs and outputs. Such e ects are captured by cross covariances, (ij) 6 = (`k).
We collect all matrices of type (2.9) into one large covariance matrix, organized as 
If P has dimension njm, then P P has nm by nm blocks P (ij;`k) P . The structure of (2.11) is useful from a design point of view. If, for example, a multivariable moving average model, or FIR model, is to be identi ed, then (2.11) is the natural way of representing the covariance matrix. If we instead prefer to use the blocks P (ij;`k) P of (2.11) as multivariable \tuning knobs", a given amount of uncertainty can be assign to a speci c input-output pair.
DESIGN OF ROBUST FILTERS 3.1 An averaged spectral factorization
We de ne an averaged spectral factor (q ?1 ) as the numerator polynomial matrix of an averaged innovations model. It constitutes a key element of the robust lter. The average, over the set of models, of the spectral density matrix y (e i! ) of the measurement y(k) is given by When constructing the right-hand side of (3.1), the following results are useful.
Lemma 1
Let H(q;q ?1 ) be an mjm polynomial matrix with double-sided polynomial elements having stochastic coe cients. Also, let G(q ?1 ) be an njm polynomial matrix with polynomial elements having stochastic coe cients, independent of all those of H. Then 
Proof. See Appendix A. Now, introduce the double-sided polynomial matrices
Invoking (2.5) and using the fact that the stochastic coe cients are assumed to be zero mean, gives
Factorizations to obtainC,B C etc. need not be performed. The double-sided polynomial matrices are expressed asCC etc. merely to simplify the notation.
Lemma 2
Let Assumption A1 hold. By using (3.4), (3.5) and invoking Lemma 1, the averaged spectral factorization (3. A stable square matrixṼ , withṼ (0) nonsingular, is introduced as a solution of the right spectral factorizatioñ
Also, introduce the following assumptions A3. The coe cients of V are independent of all other stochastic coe cients.
A4. The right-hand side of (3.9) is nonsingular on the unit circle.
Whenever W is known, (W = V o =U o = V =U), equation (3.9) need not be solved, andṼ = V o = V . This will be the case in ltering problems. Remarks. The only new type of computation, as compared to the nominal case described in 1]{ 3], is the calculation of averaged polynomials, using (3.7). 3 In special cases, the degrees may be lower.
The cautious multivariable Wiener lter
Since bothṼ and are stable, the estimator R will be stable 4 . If Assumptions A2 and A4 hold,Ṽ (0) and (0) are nonsingular, so R will be causal. Note that the diagonal matrix NA = N o N 1 A o A 1 appears explicitly in the lter (3.10). Important properties of the robust estimator are evident by direct inspection. For example, assume some diagonal elements of N ?1 1 or A ?1 1 in the error models to have resonance peaks, indicating large uncertainty at the corresponding frequencies. Then, the lter will have notches, so the lter gain from the uncertain components of y(k + m) will be low at the relevant frequencies.
The nominal Wiener lter has as a component a whitening lter. The robust estimator has a similar structure. By multiplying R by the stable common factor D=D, (3.10) Robust design also makes the solution less numerically sensitive. Almost common factors of det and UTD with zeros close to jzj = 1 would make the solution of (3.11) numerically sensitive. In the presence of model uncertainty, the risk for this is less than in the nominal case, due to the presence of averaged factors in (3.5). The averaged spectral factor will, in general, have its zeros more distant from the unit circle than the nominal spectral factor, given by (3.20) below. This reduces the numerical di culty of solving both (3.6) and (3.11).
The e ect of uncertainties could be represented by equivalent coloured noises. In other words, (see 28]) for every cautious Wiener lter, there exists a system (without uncertainty) for which this estimator is the optimal Wiener lter. It would thus be possible to transform model uncertainties into an equivalent coloured noise, and then utilize a Wiener lter for that system. However, we do not recommend this approach for two reasons: It is far from trivial to obtain an equivalent noise representation of the uncertainties in the block G in Figure 1 . This is true in particular if the block F is also uncertain, and if the problem is multivariable.
It is of advantage from a design point of view to have separate tools which handle di erent aspects. Error models should represent the e ect of modelling uncertainty; noise models should represent disturbances; criterion weighting functions should re ect the priorities of the user. A method which does not distinguish between these aspects will tend to confuse the designer. The attainable performance improves monotonically with an increasing smoothing lag m. The following result gives the lower bound of the averaged estimation error.
This bound can be approached pointwise in the frequency domain for m < 1, by using a criterion lter W with a high resonance peak. The substitution of this expression into (3.10) gives (3.14). The use of L = 0, V = I`and U = 1 in the integrand of (3.13) gives (3.15). When U(e ?i! 1 ) 0, we obtain the same e ect on the Diophantine equation (3.11) at the frequency ! 1 as if L ! 0: the rightmost term vanishes. Thus, at ! 1 , the gain and the phase of the elements of the polynomial matrix q m Q are approximately equal to those of (3.17) and the estimation error approaches the lower bound (3.15) Remarks. Note that for realizable estimators (m nite) the lower bound (3.15) is only attainable at distinct frequencies ! i by means of frequency weighting. For frequencies outside the bandwidth of W, the estimator may be severely degraded.
The results of Corollary 1 are illustrated at the end of the example in Section 4. Proof. In order to obtain (3.18), the nominal lter R n is expressed as R+(R n ? R). The optimality of R implies that any modi cation gives an orthogonal contribution to the criterion. This, and the use of the averaged innovations model (3.2), gives (3.18). Mixed terms vanish, due to the orthogonality Theorem 3
Analytical expressions for performance evaluation
Let a robust estimator R be designed by (3.6){(3.11). When applying it on a system equal to the nominal model, the increased MSE, as compared to the minimum obtainable with a nominal estimator R n , is trE("(k)"(k) ) ? trE("(k)"(k) ) n = kW(R ? R n )z m D The largest e ect of robust ltering is obtained at moderate and high signal to noise ratios. If the variance of broad-band measurement noise is increased, the gains of both the nominal and the robust lters decrease. If the noise level is high, performance di erences between nominal and robust solutions tend to be small.
A DESIGN EXAMPLE
Assume that a scalar signal u(k) is to be estimated. It is described by a rst order AR-process without uncertainty u(k) The goal is now to design a lter (m = 0), which estimates u(k) based on the two measurements y 1 (k) and y 2 (k). Frequency weighting is not used used here (W = 1), but its in uence will be illustrated at the end of the example. In Note that E( B 11 B 11 ) has zeros at z = 1 and at z = ?1. Thus, the static gain and the high-frequency gain are assumed to be exactly known. (4.9) In the Diophantine equation and Gaussian distributions. The channel B 11 has its uncertainty concentrated around the notch, while B 21 is uncertain mainly at low frequencies.
The gains of the nominal estimator (dashed curves) are determined exclusively by the nominal signal to noise ratios. The gains of the robust estimator (dashdotted) are determined by the balance between noise levels and model uncertainties in the two channels. For example, the robust lter \knows" that channel 1 is well known, as compared to channel 2. Consequently, a higher gain is used from y 1 (k) as compared to the nominal case, and a lower gain from y 2 (k). The di erence, as compared to nominal design, is largest at low frequencies. There, the dynamics of channel 1 is almost perfectly known, while channel 2 is very uncertain. The nominal lter gain in channel 2 is an approximate inverse of the nominal transducer, In contrast to the nominal lter, the robust lter has hardly any peak at the (uncertain) notch around ! = 0:7. It utilizes channel 1 more at this frequency. Figure 4 shows Bode magnitude plots of transfer functions from u(k) toû(kjk).
Since the noise levels are rather low, the nominal estimator performs an almost complete inversion of the nominal transducers. The robust estimator is somewhat more cautious, but it also accomplishes a rather good inversion. However, it utilizes the two measurement signals di erently than the nominal estimator. Figure 5 shows the mean square estimation error, when one of the uncertain pa- b 21 2 is varied, while the others are zero. The four parameters above span the set of assumed true systems, the extended design model. On average, over the four uncorrelated stochastic coe cients, the MSE is 0:32 for the robust lter and 0:90 for the nominal design. Note, however, that when r is varied, the robust design (dashed) is actually slightly more sensitive than the nominal design. This is a price paid for reducing the sensitivity in the other dimensions 5 . 5 It is natural that the robust lter has a somewhat increased sensitivity to model errors in 6 .
As an alternative, we tried to investigate minimax designs, i.e. worst case H 2 -designs, assuming rectangular parameter distributions. This turned out to be prohibitively di cult, since no point where min R max B "(k) 2 = max B min R "(k) 2 could be found. These di culties were in marked contrast to the ease of designing a cautious Wiener lter based on the averaged H 2 -criterion.
Let us nally illustrate the e ect of using a frequency-dependent weighting function in the criterion (2.3). Assume that the performance at frequencies close to ! = 0:9 is of a particular importance. with a high resonance peak (jzj = 0:98) at ! = 0:9 should, according to Corollary 1, result in a performance, at that frequency, close to the lower bound. Figure 4 .5 con rms this. However, performance is substantially degraded at higher frequencies, where estimation accuracy is not emphasized. Shown in the plot are the lower bound, according to (3.15) , (dash-dotted) and the spectral densities obtained with (dashed) and without (solid) frequency weighting. channel 1; it has higher gain in that channel. This result is due to the much larger uncertainty in channel 2 at most frequencies. A designer worried about this e ect could simply increase the value of the standard deviation r 1 used in the design. 6 It can also be noted that it is of advantage to use both channels. The minimal MSE, for channels equal to the nominal models, is 0:07 if both channels are used. It is 0:59 if only channel 1 is used and 0:11 if only channel 2 is used. The average MSE of the robust lter (0.32) is in fact lower than the nominal MSE for an estimator which uses only channel 1 (0.59).
ROBUST FEEDFORWARD CONTROL
A class of feedforward control problems turns out to be dual to the ltering problems discussed in Section 2. We include a brief separate discussion of them, since it o ers important engineering insights. Feedforward compensation does not a ect the classical sensitivity function. However, the e ect of an x% model deviation at a particular frequency, on e.g. the step response, will very much depend on the (nominal) magnitude of the transfer function at that frequency. As the gain at a particular frequency is increased by a feedforward link, model errors at that frequency become more and more noticeable. Therefore, it is of value to take model uncertainty into account explicitly in the feedforward design.
To stress the duality to ltering problems, the output of an uncertain but stable model will be described by
where A ?T denotes inverse and transpose. The rational and polynomial matrices above have properties as outlined in Section 2. The matrices G T and D T may contain delays. Based on possibly delayed or advanced measurements of servo lter R T is to be designed, so that the output ?G T u(k) optimally follows the response model D T w(k) 7 . In decoupling problems, D T is diagonal. T w(k + m) (5.5) where , Q andṼ are given by (3.6), (3.11) and (3.9), respectively 2 Proof: The averaged H 2 -norm is invariant under transposition. Thus, it ful lls the basic requirement of 5]. By extending the discussion in 5] to uncertain models the result is obtained.
The uncertainty W T of the disturbance or reference model (5.2) enters via the spectral factorization (3.9). Transposition of (3.9) gives
This is the kind of left spectral factorization encountered when two noise sources are described by one innovations model. In fact, the uncertainty W T has exactly the same e ect on the controller design as would a measurement noise on w(k), with spectral density V T 1 E( V T V T )V T 1 =U 1 U 1 . We do not need to solve a right spectral factorization (3.9) in this problem. The left spectral factorization (5.6) can be solved instead.
As in the dual ltering case, uncertainty in the direct feedthrough, or response model D T = S T =T does not a ect the optimal solution, if it is independent of the uncertainties in G T .
CONCLUSIONS
A method for designing robust lters and feedforward controllers, based on imperfectly known linear models, has been presented. Modelling errors were described by sets of models, parameterized by random variables with known covariances.
A robust design was obtained by minimizing the H 2 -norm, averaged with respect to the assumed model errors. The estimator minimizes this criterion by balancing model uncertainties against noise properties, at di erent frequencies and in di erent measurement channels. When using robust ltering, the greatest sensitivity reduction is obtained at moderate and high signal to noise ratios. Dually, the largest impact of robust control is obtained for designs with low input penalties.
One variant of the discussed ltering problems is to explicitly de ne a part of the measurement vector as being a noise-free signal. This signal could e.g. represent known inputs to the system. Such a formulation is also of use in the optimization of decision feedback equalizers for digital communications 32], 33].
There exist e cient numerical algorithms based on a polynomial equations approach. If the coe cients of the elements of a polynomial matrix P(q ?1 ) are stochastic variables, then so are the coe cients of the elements in P P . The coe cients of the polynomial elements in C and B are independent and so are the coecients of the elements in C C and B B . By de ning CC as H and B as G in Lemma 1 and using (3.4), the right hand side of (3. By once more utilizing (3.4), we obtain (3.6)
B Calculation of averaged polynomial matrices
Consider the matrices discussed in Lemma 1. Let the polynomial matrices G = P and H be of dimensions njm and mjm, respectively. Denote the i-th row of P by P i = P i1 : : : P im ] where P ij are polynomials with stochastic coe cients. If H is assumed deterministic, the ij-th element of E( PH P ) can be written as E PH P ] ij = tr E( P j P i )H = = trH E P j1 : : : P jm ] T P i1 : : : P im ]
= trH E 2 6 6 4 P i1 P j1 : : : P im P j1 . . . . . . . . . P i1 P jm : : : P im P jm 3 7 7 5 By using (2.10), we readily obtain (3. for some polynomial matrix L (z). This is equation (3.11), if q is substituted for z. The lter (C.9) coincides with (3.10). Necessity follows because choices of R other that (C.9) correspond to (k) 6 = 0 in (C.3).
Unique solvability of (3.11) is demonstrated as follows. The Diophantine equation will always have one or several solutions, since the invariant polynomials of UTD I p are all stable, while those of are all unstable. Thus, there exist no common invariant factors. Let (Q 0 ; L 0 ) be one solution pair. Every solution to (3.11) can then be expressed as (Q; L ) = (Q 0 ? XqUTD I p ; L 0 + X ) where the polynomial matrix X(q;q ?1 ) is undetermined. Now, Q is required to be causal, so it can not have any positive powers of q as arguments, while L must contain no negative powers of q, to assure optimality. Thus, X(q;q ?1 ) = 0 is the only choice. We conclude that the solution to (3.11) is unique.
The degrees (3.12) are determined by the requirement that the maximum powers of q ?1 and q are covered on both sides of (3.11). For details, see 1] or 3].
The minimal average estimation error, J min = tr EE("(k)"(k) ) min , is obtained as follows. First insert (3.10) into the criterion (2.3), use Parseval's formula, take expectation and use (3.1), (3.9) and (3.5) in this order. Then we obtain Finally, use the Diophantine equation (C.11) in the middle term and rearrange the terms to obtain equation (3.13).
